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Abstract: A new Algorithm investigates for higher video compression and Low bit rate for different video
standards. In this proposed algorithm implement Absolute Block Truncation code for High-level quantization
and highly correlated Operations for getting equal perceptual video Quality. Previous work focused on
implementing pixel truncation using fixed block size motion estimation. However pixel truncation fails to give
satisfactory result for smaller block partition. Avoiding this problem using in this proposed algorithm. H.263,
MPEG-4 Part 2, H.264/MPEG-4 AVC, and VC-1 give the encoder the ability to dynamically choose what block
size will be used to represent the motion, and this proposed algorithm reduces computations, Elapsed time and
increased Computations on processing, PSNR without video quality loss.
Keywords: MPEG-4, AVC, Absolute Block Truncation code, PSNR, Elapsed time

1. INTRODUCTION
Video images are created from still frames shown
one after another, generally at a rate of at least 15
frames per second. There are two major standards
for video: PAL (Phase Alternation Line) video
systems: It is a colour-encoding system used in
broadcast television systems in large parts of the
world.These video system are used in Europe and
India. NTSC (National Television System
Committee) video systems:
It is the analog television system used in most of
the Americas, Japan, South Korea, Taiwan, the
Philippines, Burma, some Pacific island nations
and territories. NTSC is also the name of the U.S.
standardization body that adopted the NTSC
broadcast standard. The first black-and-white
NTSC standard for broadcast was developed in
1941 and had no provision for color transmissions.
In 1953 a second standard was issued, which
allowed color broadcasting to be compatible with
the existing stock of black-and-white receivers,
while maintaining the broadcast channel bandwidth

already in use. NTSC was the widely adopted
broadcast color system. F is based on the NTSC
video system. NTSC receiver has a tint control to
perform colour correction manually. If this is not
adjusted correctly, the colours may be faulty. The
PAL standard automatically removes errors by
utilizing phase cancellation of the color signal So, a
tint control is necessary. Errors cancelled out in
PAL less than that compare to NTSC standard.

1.1. NEED FOR COMPRESSION
Since the early days of the motion-picture industry,
what viewers have perceived to be moving pictures
have actually been sequences of still photographs?
The trick, of course, is that the pictures change
sufficiently often to convince the eye that what we
are watching is real movement. In television, we
don’t even get to see one complete picture at a
time. Designers rely on the persistence of vision of
the eye to create the illusion of a complete moving
picture, when all that is moving are the three
electron beams in the cathode ray tube. The results
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are nevertheless quite acceptable.
optimize encoding to suit different movies and
With the advent of digital television, engineers
display formats.
have been tempted to stretch their powers of
Simply described, MPEG’s basic principle is to
deception even further. The digital video signal is
compare two compressed images to be transmitted
free of noise and is very robust, but alas, it
over the network, and using the first compressed
occupies too much bandwidth for economical tape
image as a reference frame (called an I-frame), only
recording, let alone disk recording or transmission
sending the parts of following images (B- and Pover the air. Fortunately, in most television pictures
frames) that differ from the reference image. The
there is a lot of repetitive detail in plain
network viewing station will then reconstruct all
backgrounds, blue sky, and common successive
images based on the reference image and the
frames, which we can simply discard without the
“difference data” contained in the B- and P-frames.
eye noticing that it has again been cheated. To
speedup the image transmission and reduce image
A typical sequence of I-, B-, and P-frames may
storage space, we need compression.
look as below. Note that a P-frame may only
reference a foregoing I- or P-frame, while a Bframe may reference both foregoing and coming I2. GLOSSARY IN MPEG
and P-frames:
COMPRESSION
There are three types of frames used in MPEG
compression [2] – I frames (intra frames), P frames
(predicative frames), and B frames (bi-directional
frames).


I frames are compressed without reference
to any other frames. That is, they are
compressed using just the information in
the frame itself, in the same way still
images are compressed (using the DCT,
quantization, run-length encoding, etc.).
This is called intra coding.



There are generally two or more I frames
each second (more often three to six), and
particularly complex frames are encoded
as I frames.



P and B frames are encoded with
reference to the previous frame, i.e., they
are inter coded. P frames are encoded
with reference to a previous frame, called
forward prediction [9].



B frames are encoded with reference to
both the previous frame and the next
frame.
This is called forward and
backward prediction.

Use of forward and backward prediction makes a
high compression rate possible, because it is
necessary to record only the changes from one
frame to the next. A reference (I) frame plus the
following B and P frames before the next I frame
together define a Group of Pictures (GOP). The
size of the GOP can be set to 8, 12, or 16 to

Figure 2.1(a): MPEG Frame sequence order
Macro blocks are blocks [3] of 16 pixels by 16
pixels within a frame. The encoder uses motion
compensated prediction for P frames and B frames.
That is, it detects macro blocks that don’t change
from one frame to the next, or that change only by
moving. For each macro block, a search is made
for the closest match in the search area of the
previous picture. When a match is found, a motion
vector is computed. The motion vector records
how far the macro block has moved, and in what
direction.
In video compression, Motion compensation
describes a picture in terms of where each section
of that picture came from, in a previous picture.
This is often employed in video compression. A
video sequence consists of a number of pictures usually called frames. Subsequent frames are very
similar, thus containing a lot of redundancy.
Removing this redundancy helps achieve the goal
of better compression ratios. Frames can also be
predicted from future frames. The future frames
then need to be encoded before the predicted
frames and thus, the encoding order does not
necessarily match the real frame order. Such frames
are usually predicted from two directions, i.e. from
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the I- or P-frames that immediately precede or
for each group of 4 pixels. (Only ¼ of the pixels
follow the predicted frame. These bi-directionally
are kept, where each pixel is some “average” of
predicted frames are called B-frames.
four neighboring ones.) Thus, for a 16 X 16
macro-block, there are four 8 X 8 blocks of
luminance data (Y), but only one 8 X 8 block each
2.1 ADVANTAGES OF MPEG:
for the two chrominance components, U and V.
Due to its simplicity, M-JPEG is a good choice for
then Adaptively select block sizes , here not
use in many applications. JPEG is a widely
maintain square blocks, the blocks sizes are
available standard in many systems often by
adaptively changes due with picture. When the
default. It’s a simple compression/decompression
frame is decoded, the missing chrominance data
technique, which means the cost, in both system
can be regenerated by interpolation, often simply
time and money, for encoding and decoding is kept
by duplicating the averaged pixel four times.
low. Since M-JPEG doesn’t make use of a video
5.For a P frame of a B frame, the encoder
compression technique, it generates a relatively
determines how the macro-blocks have moved from
large amount of image data that is sent across the
one frame to the next and then records a
network. The benefit of MPEG: the ability to give
corresponding motion vector (how much and in
a relatively high image quality at a lower bit-rate
what direction a block has moved) and prediction
(bandwidth usage). This can be especially
error compensation (how much the block might
important if the available network bandwidth is
have “tilted” during the move) for each macrolimited, or if video is to be stored (recorded) at a
block.
high frame rate and there are storage space
6.For I, P, and B frames, each macro-block is
restraints. The lower bandwidth demands come at
compressed using the discrete cosine transform.
the cost of higher complexity in encoding and
7.The high frequency coefficients are discarded.
decoding, which in turn contributes to a higher
8.The coefficients are quantized.
latency when compared to M-JPEG.4
9.The macro-block is diagonalized and run-length
encoding is performed on it.
3. ALGORITHM FOR MPEG
10.Huffman encoding is done on the remaining
ZOMPRESSION – VIDEO
values.

COMPONENT
1. The High Efficient Adaptive compression is
done in a two-pass process. The first pass analyzes
the video file to determine which frames can be
compressed as I frames, which as P frames, and
which as B frames. The size of the GOP and the
minimum and maximum bit rates are set before the
first pass.
2. The frames are divided into blocks of 16 pixels
X 16 pixels called macro-blocks.
3. The RGB video signal is transformed to YUV.
YUV represents a frame as a luminance component
(Y) and two chrominance components (U and V).
It is a better representation for compression
purposes because some of the chrominance
information can discard without loss of clarity to
the human eye.
4. Discarding the chrominance information is called
sub sampling or down sampling. Originally, each
16 X 16 block of pixels has three pieces of
information associated with it – the R, G, and B
components. When RGB is translated into YUV, a
Y component is generated for each of the 16 X 16
pixels, but U and V components are generated only

4. MOTION ESTIMATION FOR
MOVING OBJECTS
As such, each forward and backward predicted
macro-block may contain 2 motion vectors, so true
bi directionally predicted macro blocks will utilize
4 motion vectors. Below figure shows how a
potential predicted Frame 2 can be generated from
Frame 1 by using motion estimation [7].

Figure 4.1: Motion Estimation Macro block
In this figure, the predicted frame is subtracted
from the desired frame, leaving a (hopefully) less
complicated residual error frame that can then be
encoded much more efficiently than before motion
estimation. It can be seen that the more accurate the
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motion is estimated and matched, the more likely it
syntactic overhead necessary to reconstruct the
will be that the residual error will approach zero,
picture from the original reference frame. When
and the coding efficiency will be highest. Further
there is motion in the images, the situation is not as
coding efficiency is accomplished by taking
simple. Motion Estimation (ME) is an important
advantage of the fact that motion vectors tend to be
part of any video compression system, since it can
highly correlated between macro blocks. Because
achieve significant compression by exploiting the
of this, the horizontal component is compared to
temporal redundancy existing in a video sequence.
the previously valid horizontal motion vector and
Unfortunately it is also the most computationally
only the difference is coded. This same difference
intensive function of the entire encoding process.
is calculated for the vertical component before
In motion estimation [5] the current image is
coding. These difference codes are then described
divided into macro Blocks (MB) .Most of
with a variable length code for maximum
algorithms have been proposed for motion
compression efficiency.
estimation use from BMA based (Block Matching
Algorithms) methods. In this methods, motion
estimation is performed for a N×M blocks of
current frame, It is done with checking entire N×M
blocks from search area situated in the reference
frame(s) and calculating the difference between the
current block and other reference blocks and finally
choosing the block that has the most similarity
(minimum SSD) to the early block in current frame.
Then, difference of two blocks as residual (motion
compensated residual) and the distance of them as
motion vector, is coded and transmitted.

Figure 4.2: Final Motion Estimation Prediction
Of course not every macro block search will result
in an acceptable match. If the encoder decides that
no acceptable match exists (again, the "acceptable"
criterion is not MPEG defined, and is up to the
system designer) then it has the option of coding
that particular macro block as an intra macro block,
even though it may be in a P or B frame. In this
manner, high quality video is maintained at a slight
cost to coding efficiency.
The temporal prediction technique used in MPEG
video is based on motion estimation. The basic
premise of motion estimation is that in most cases,
consecutive video frames will be similar except for
changes induced by objects moving within the
frames. In the trivial case of zero motion between
frames (and no other differences caused by noise,
etc.), it is easy for the encoder to efficiently predict
the current frame as a duplicate of the prediction
frame. When this is done, the only information
necessary to transmit to the decoder becomes the

4.1 WEIGHTED PREDITION IN FRAME
SLICES
In previous standards, bi-prediction has typically
been performed with a simple (1/2, 1/2) averaging
of the two prediction signals, and the prediction in
the so-called P macro block types hasn’t used
weighting. However, in H.264/AVC [5], an
encoder can specify scaling weights and offsets to
be used for each prediction signal in the P and B
macro blocks of a slice. The weighting and offset
values can be inferred from temporally related
relationships or can be specified explicitly. It is
even allowed for different weights and offsets to be
specified within the same slice for performing MCP
using the same particular reference picture.
5) Transform, Scaling, and Quantization: Similar to
previous video coding standards, H.264/AVC uses
spatial transform coding of the prediction residual.
However, in H.264/AVC, the transformation is
applied to 4X4 blocks (instead of the larger 8 8
blocks used in previous standards), and instead of
providing a theoretical inverse DCT formula to be
approximated by each implementer within specified
tolerances, a separable integer transform with
similar properties to a 4 4 DCT is used. Its basic
matrix is
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scanned in a zigzag fashion and transmitted using
entropy coding. The 2X2 DC coefficients of the
chroma component are scanned in raster-scan
order. In H.264/AVC, the same set of levels is used
with all profiles, and individual implementations
may support a different level for each supported
profile. Fifteen levels are defined, specifying upper
The transform coding process is similar to that in
limits for picture size (from 99 to 36 864 macroprevious standards, but since the inverse transform
blocks per picture), decoder-processing rates (from
is defined by very simple exact integer operations,
1485 to 983 040 macro-blocks per second), CPB
inverse-transform mismatches are avoided and
size, DPB size, bit rate (from 64 kb/s to 240 Mb/s),
decoding complexity is minimized. There are
etc.
several reasons for using a smaller transform size
(4X4) than was used in prior standards (8X8). One
5. PERFORMANCE
of the main improvements of the present standard is
COMPARISIONS AND
the improved prediction process both for Inter and
Intra. Consequently, the residual signal has less
RESULTS
spatial correlation. This generally means that the
transform has less to offer concerning deTo illustrate the performance gains that can be
correlation, so a 4x4 transform is essentially as
achieved when using H.264/AVC, we report the
efficient.
results of an experiment targeting video streaming
• With similar objective compression capability, the
applications
(one
of several
application
smaller 4X4 transform has visual benefits resulting
experiments reported in [51]). The measure of
in less noise around edges (referred to as “mosquito
fidelity is luma peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR),
noise” or “ringing” artifacts).
which is the most widely, used such objective video
• The smaller transform requires less computation
quality measure where MSE is the mean squared
and a smaller processing word length. For the luma
error between the original and the corresponding
component in the Intra 16X16 mode and for the
decoding sample values. H.264/AVC has been
chroma components in all Intra macro blocks, the
developed and standardized collaboratively by both
DC coefficients of the 4X4 transform blocks
the ITU-T VCEG and ISO/IEC MPEG
undergo a second transform, with the result that the
organizations.
lowest-frequency transform basis functions cover
the entire macro block. This additional transform is
4X4 for the processing of the luma component in
Intra 16X16 mode and m is 2X2 for the processing
of each chroma component in all Intra modes.
Extending the length of the lowest-frequency basis
functions by applying such a secondary transform
tends to improve compression performance for very
smooth regions. A quantization parameter (QP) is
used for determining the quantization of transform
coefficients in H.264/AVC. It can take on 52
values. The quantization step size is controlled
logarithmically by QP rather than linearly as in
previous standards, in a manner designed to reduce
decoding complexity and enhance bit rate control
H.264/AVC represents a number of advances in
capability. Each increase of six in QP causes a
standard video coding technology, in terms of
doubling of the quantization step size, so each
coding
efficiency
improvement,
error/loss
increase of one in QP increases the step size by
robustness enhancement, and flexibility for
approximately 12%. (Often a change of step size by
effective use over a broad variety of network types
approximately 12% also means roughly a reduction
and application domains. Its VCL design is based
of bit rate by approximately 12%.) The quantized
on conventional block-based motion-compensated
transform coefficients of a block generally are
[3] hybrid video coding concepts, but with some
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important differences relative to prior standards,
improves time by 1.765 sec and difference of peak
which include:
signal to noise ratio by 0.0680 dB as compared the
• Enhanced motion prediction capability;
full search algorithm.
• Use of a small block-size exact-match transforms;
• Adaptive in-loop de-blocking filter;
• enhanced entropy coding methods.
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